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The relations between agriculture, labor, and business are many,'complex,
and difficult to analyze. Perhaps that is why there are at least three
extreme schools of thought on the subject: agricultural fundamentalists,
industrial fundamentalists, and skeptics.

1. The agricultural fundamentalists believe that all,income originates
in agriculture, and increases as farm products are processed and distributed;
that booms and depressions start in agriculture; and that governmental
assistance to agriculture benefits business and consumers.

2. The industrial fundamentalists believe that a nation's growth and
prosperity depend not upon. its agriculture, but rather upon its "secondary"
and "tertiary" industries; that booms and depressions starts in such industries
as manufacturing and banking; and that farm relief should be subordinated to
fiscal and monetary measures, unemployment benefits, public works, and so on.

3. The skeptics see little evidence of any consistent relationship between
agriculture and industry; they think that booms and depressions may start any-
where; and that we need a balanced economic policy, including agricultural
programs along with a variety of other measures to maintain a steady growth
in industrial employment and production, and a reasonably stable price level.

I am one of. the skeptics - as I have just defined the term. MY talktoday will not convert any of you who may be either agricultural fundamentalists
or industrial fundamentalists. I know from long experience that any kind of
fundamentalist has a sort of religious zeal. He clings to his faith through
thick and thin. Like the chart-reading school of stock market speculators,
he sees only confirmation of his theories in any set of 'statistics that turns
up.

Of course, we skeptics are not without zeal. But we have no theory to
sell. We only doubt the extreme views of the fundamentalists. We have been
puzzled by the statistical trends since World War II, and we are trying in a
fumbling way to understand relationships between agriculture and the rest of
the economy.

Our good friend, John D. Black, discussed these trends in some detail in
his excellent Presidental Address to the American Economic Association in.
December 1955. As the basis for my talk today, I have brought up to date afew of Dr. Black's statistics. I shall review some recent and current trends.Then I shall indicate briefly what trends now seem most likely in the next
20 to-25.years'. Finally, in the belief that these trends are not inevitable,but rather that they can be changed by our policies and programs, I shall
discuss some of the kinds of research that may remove some of the mystery
from this important subject, so that competent economists and statisticians
will reach aggreement about the basic facts concerning relationships among -
agriculture, labor, and business.
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Some  Recent and Current Trends

This section Of my talks. is based largely upon haterial iupplied by my
colleague Nate Koffsky.

Much of the akiu*,int -about the relation between agriculture and the rest.
of the economy centers around' the Interpretation of trends in farm income
compared with trends in'ttie-national income. Back in 1955, at the Annual
Outlook .Conference,- we had a chart, "National and Farm Income", and that year
also Dr. Elaak-presenteda similar chart in connection with his presidental
addre.as. Although I have heard .some criticism of both charts, I at showing
a modified version of our I.55 agricultural outlook chart, brought up to date.. • .

Because there seems to be something Controversial about the whole subject,• . .very likely you will criticize this chart too.'. But this should not prevent us
from trying to find the facts. .Several years ago I disagreed with a scholar
who argued that the National Bureau of Economic Research should stop studying
the distribution of:incomep'.because that subject was controversial. If we
avoid controversial.iubjects in economics; our job will be uninteresting and
useless. I would be glad to have any suggestions for better ways to show the
relation between trends in national income and an farm income. But for the .
time being this series of charts will lisiVe- to do'.

Figure 1 shows that there was a very:high positive correlation between
changes in aggregate farm income and national income during most of the period

• from 1910 to 1948. After 1948, however, farm, income fell off while national
income kept on rising to new record levels. These figures are not corrected
to allow for the drop in' numbers of farms. and farm people. Nor do they include
the income farm people get from nonfarm sources.

Now, let us look at four charts, each of which shows the relation between
income per capita of farm 'and'nonfarm people for the years 1935 through 1957.
All four of these charts display the same statistical facs. Yet they seem
to give different; and even. conflicting,- impressions to some people. . Thus,
the first chart may give the impression of increasing disparity, while the
other three may give the impression that the income gap is narrowing'. In
recent outlook meetings"we.tialie tried each of the first three charts.

am showing these four charts side by side today to emphasize that they
all indicate the same thing. They all demonstrate that per capita farm income
since 1935 has increased by about. the same or a little greater proportion than
per capita nonfarm income. They also reveal' that per capita farm income has
risen very little in recent years, the 1957 figure being at just about the
same level as that of 1948 and. 1951. They show, moreover, that in the same
recent years when farm incomestopped rising, per capita nonfarm income kept
on going up.

'Figure "3giveS'more detaii.doncerning recent trends in farm and nonfarm
income. It is based upon monthly data from 1954..-Pirough February 1958.
Both the farm and non farm figures are seasonally adjusted. Even so, the
data on farm income jump around somewhat sfrom month to month. But farm .
income trended downward from the fall of 1951 to perhaps the middle of 1955.
Farm income was fairly stable from 1955 through 1957, and has teen increasing
in recent month's. The latest figure, that for April, indicates :that farm
income was .9 percent above the same month. a'year'ago.



• , •

During most. of. this same period, -nonfarm' Iiicoine rose rather steadily,
although there wap..a.little,dip in.1954. Hpwever,:.no4farm income .hap dri3pped
sine last fall; • while farm income has been rising. •

.. In this short, period. from 1951 there has..apparently been an. . .
inverse correlation between farm income .and nonfarm income, When farm income

. .
, ••• • •• , • . . .• .

has dropped, nonfarm income has risen. When nonfarm.inc9me,.ha.s.clropped,.- farm
iniicitne- has ./.1.s.en... I do;Itt imefend sto know all the reasons for, t.111..p phenomenon.
Some say that farm incoine since the fall". Of 1.;957 ...because consumers. . ••
have not .been * buying automobiles and have more: money: to spend for fp94 • and
clothing.i. This may have. something, to do wi.13,..:the observed facts. .L :.suppose,
though, that the main ffictar 'both in the drop in farm income from 1951 to
1955 and the .increase- since late .1956. has been' the agricultural,. supply
situatiOn., Continued high farm ptodu9.-41..on .prO..1..a.r0:_sto.cics were., cer#1411.y.,
a depi-essing,factor..fx.om 1951 .to. 1955.. In the. -past year or so the. stocks of
some important icommodities have been -yecluced.s.. ,A1..pg, market supplies of
livestock products and fruits and vegetables. _have. been_ rather ,short in recent
months.. I. would not count on this inverse relationship lasting much longer.

- . .
Qf coid-bei ajriculturci is: declining in itelOiire. iimportance. This .has

been happening ever since the :country was settled. Figure 4-compares. three
measures of relative importance: farm income, farm population, and farm
assets, :each. expresped:, as a, percen:tag9 of - 11E;t U. S.. ,total.. , It: is only
natural that farm -income, is a staall.er. share .o.f.., total national -income .-tan. •
it back in. 1935. . Farm population .ha_;c1.1:ppped,,frp.m 25 percent of tre total
U. S. population in 1935 to 12 percent in 1957. The proportion of national
income going to farmers dropped, in line with the decrease in: the .percentage
of peolAe who were faxiners.. The trend in farm. !issp.ts as a percentage of

,

national wealth has been .3.Eis6 regular. it increased during the war, reached
a peak in. 1946, and then fell rather 841)st.ant3,0,1y However, the
(percertage was .o-nly. a little,lower .• than the percentage in 1935..

• • .• _
It is difficult to. get any satisfactory 'definition of _parity farm Income.

This is partly because farm IncOnie, is •a return both to labor and capital, for
the farmer :is both' working .man and ,capitalist.. He needs :to get :some return
both for his labor and .for the money. he '.11as .invested in his. land, buildings,
and equipthent. Thin chart, like the other three I have just discussed, sug-
gests that farm income today has about the ,sapie_relat.ion to farm population
and assets as . it did before World War  Of course, this .does not -mean-
thE4 the. present lev9l of fax* income is ''',righil!. .or nsatisfactory",... Our
best estimates .indicate that the per capita net Income .of, farmers is .only
about h.pir .the cash income of iionfarmrs. ...You all realize,' .I 'am sure, that
this is-'ailly.part of the very complicated statistical picture. It does not
•mean that farm purchasing power, or that farm living standards, are only
half those of nonfarmers; '•

.Fl.gure. 5 presents., some data that were prepared recently for-thei.JoInt
Economic.' C9ni_mi,ttee.:. They are based on census figures Via..4.divide,.all. farm
families into two categories operate farms with annual sales •
of $2;.00 -or more, and those who Operate farms with annual :sales of less

-.than ..$2,500. *Metre are about ;2 million farms in the first group and about
2 3/4 million in• the Second group.

•
•• ; •

The chart shows for each year from 1947:through.1.956 the average income
•

• . .. • • .
obtained by each-grout of farms. The data include income obtained both from

••• • ' •
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farming. and ..f.rom. ,of.prfarpi,.,6oures., Medium-to,thigh. production 'farms sell, more
than ,92 percent of all farm products sold, and thus receive most of the total
farm income. The. -trends shown .by ,the data:to the left of 'this_ chart- are:
practically the. same, as the trends in total- farm income. _Even ,in the. case
of. niedium-to-high..produ.c:tion farms, about 25 percent of the total feint.' family
income is from sources pff the farm--double the percentage ten years ago.
The increase in off-farm .income has gone y a long way toward offsetting the. de-
cline in. farm income, qppe941.1yd. since 1951.

' • ' • , . • . . •
The: data. to the right-hand side. •of the chart show the corresponding_ _

.figures. for Tow-,production farms. :Note that. the.. total -family income of these
farms ..a.ctuap.y • inqrep,sed,-consi'derEibly from 11947 to 1956. The Increase was
due entirely to a substantial .rise 'Iry off-farm income :their income .from
farming actually dropped. The number of farms decreased by about a.million
during •Ple.-lapt decade., :This clrop - ceniered•in!ainly.in the low,l)roduction
farms pictured to the right of the, chart.

Low-production farms are really of :two different kinds. One kind gets
its, living. mainly from off-arm sources ,- The problems .of, this 'group are
not .-primarily ,agrie41-4.1rai. But :there still is a fairly .large groUp.. of • •
low=i9p6dliction,:farms,.,tl*ct are dependent •primarily upon -agriculture for
what ,income they get. These farms represent the heart of the low-income ••
agricultural problem. :The Department's rural development • program is aimed
at -411.,s

,Long-Run . Trends or "Projections",

In ,recent years , many economists. have 1?pen - interested In .projecting
.economic - trends several 37. ars., or pven'sev.pralfdecades int') the -future.
Probably most of .you are acquainted with the work • John D. Black did ;ale/1g this
line for the :Paley. Commission and with that -done .by Rex Daly-and.others in
the Department of Agriculture. . Some .of you ,may have 'seen the .bigi detailed
report, ".Timber Resource!: for • Amerioa s Future,".. recently published by the
U. S. Forest Service.: The interept in this field has not been limited by ary
means to agriculture and ..mr4.c1.,13;tural trends -.Many prominent economists and
statisticians have made projections :of the. gross national product several
decades ahead..

Occasionally some doubts .are expressed about the accuracy and usefulness
of such projections. Mark Twain in "Life' on the Mississippi" expressed suchdoubts many years. ago. He said' -

, •

•

"In the space of. one hundred and seventy-six years the lower Mississippi
has shortened itself two :hundred.. .and : forty,two - miles.- ...That is 'an
atierage of.. a .trifle_ over one mile and a 'third per year. .Therefore,
any, calm person, .who is not blind or ,i4iotio,. can „see -that in the
old :Oolitic. Silurian Per.i.od,.,just.a million years ago next .November,
the lower. Mississippi .was ,-upward of one million three :hundred. thousand

. miles lopg,, and, stuck out. over the ,Gulf) of Mexico .:like .a fishing-rod.

.: :And by the sianie, .i.ciken ..any,persop•c.an see: that :seen hundred and forty-
,two year from, now .the Lower Mississippi will be only a - mile- and :three-
quarters' long, and Cairo and New Orleans will have joined their streets
together, and. be plodding comfortably-along:under a elbrigle mayor and a
mutual board of aldermen. There.. is., something fascinating -about science,
One gets such .wholesale returns :or conjecture out of such .a.. trifling
investment of fact."
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. _
Some of yox may have felt that certain of economic projections also

strive for "wholesale returns of conjecture out of a trifling investment of
fact." It is true that the economist and statistician have to work with only
a few ,basic assumptions, '• such as the rates of growth of population and
productivity. But I am sure you know that any good:economist and statistician
tries hard to avoid the kind of error pointed out by Mark Twain. He knows
that the Mississippi River never did stick out over the Gulf of Mexico, and
he has good reason to believe that the length of the Mississippi will never
be zero. In about the same way, any agricultural economist and statistician
who knows the facts about American 'agriculture can be reasonably certain that
the farm population in this country will not decrease to zero by 1975 or even
by the year 2,000. And he knows that if our comsumptionn of animal products
is doubled, we will have to produce wre feed.

.Rex Dalyls most recent projections were presented, to the Joint Economic
Committee in November 1957. They suggest- that dcmestic requirements for
farm products will increase by about. 20 percent in the next decade, and
perhaps by about -50 percent in the next two decades. The mainreason for
expecting such increases is that we are projecting a .continued rapid increase
in population, with a growth of 37 percent from 195 to 1975; In addition,
we are projecting increased average incomes for the whole U. S. population.
Even though the bulk of this increased income will be spent on non-agricultural
products, we expect about a 3 percent increase in the per capita use of farm
products between 1956 and 1965, and about an 8 percent increase by 1975.
This, together with a 37 percent increase in population, indicates a total
increase of about 50 percent' in the market for farm products.

This does not mean, of course, that there will bea 50 percent increase
in the consumption of each individual farm 'product by 1975. Recent trends
in food 'consumption have varied 'a great deal from commodity- to commodity. I
am sure agricultural economists in Maine, for example, know that the per
capita consumption of potatoes has been declining. This is true also of
cereal products, dry beans, and peas. Between new and 1975 there may well
be some further decline in the per capita consumption of this group of foods.
The expected increase in population may just about offset the. declines in
per capita consumption, resulting 'in about the same' total consumption as we
have today. On the other hand, Daly's projections suggest that from 1956
to 1975 there may be something like a 61 percent increase in the consumption
of, poultry products, 56 percent in meats, 48 percent in dairy products, 36
percent in eggs, and 26 'percent in non-food products. The expected large
increase in the consumption of animal. products will also mean an increase
of about 40 percent in requirements for feed.

At first glance these• projections'may seem extremely favorable to
agriculture. They may suggest that we will soon eat our way out of agricul-
tural surpluses. Yet, Glen Barton and other farm' management experts in the
Agricultural Research Service figure that recent and expected improvements
in farm technology will make it not only possible but rather likely that
agricultural production will continue to outrun demand, at least for several
years to come. Probably the cost-price squeeze is not over. Probably we
will have surpluses, and price-support operations, for many years to come.

This brings me to some concluding observations about the purpose of
long-run projections. I don't see any great value in any sort of fortune
telling unless the victim can do 'smething about changing his. fortune. Even



assuming that the'economist - and statisticiadban'tell us exactly where the.
economy will stand in 1975, I am not sure that he has earned his pay. I think
what we must 'search for is not a 'single projection its if there were something
fateful and inevitable about it. - Rather, I think we must search for a number
of alternative projections, indicating what the-long—teim trends would be if we
followed each of several alternative policies. Cdly then can the public', and
the Congress, decide wisely what policies to follow. I have seen very little
.along this line yet. Gerhard Calm. made at least a start in this direction in a
report prepared for the National Planning Association entitled, "The American
Economy in 1960".

.1 hope that in the next decade or so we will go much farther along this
line in connection with agricultural projections. If it is true that we are -
faced with another decade or more of a cost—price squeeze in agriculture, can't
we do something about it? Must the economist and statistician limit his work
to the mechanical projection of past trends? I certainly hope not. There is
a crying need for objective, scientific analysis to throw light upon the probable

-effects of the numerous alternatives that are being discussed. Where would we
be by 1975 if we had no agricultural price support program? Or where mould we be
if we find some way of continuing to export large quantities of surplus products,
or some kind of food stamp planor other means of increasing domestic demand for
food, or some form of certificate plan or "self—help"‘ program under which farmers
mould pay part or all of• the cost of supporting prices of. their crops, or if
payments are made to farmers from the Federal .Treasury with or without•production
control? Probably youcan think of still other alternatives. As I see it, the
economist-1nd statistician should help us reach agreement as to where each of
such alternatives would take us by, say, 1975 or 2000. I kai afraid we still have
a long way to go before we can produce a convincing analysis.

III. Relations Between Agriculture and the Rest• of the Economy

If economic policy is ever to become objective and scientific, the econothist
and the statistician must be 'able to measure the interrelationships between
different segments of the economy. Agricultural economists should not be
satisfied to repeat ancient slogans. Rather, they need to provide some cold,
statistical facts about• the relation of agriculture to the general employment
and business situation.

Some work along this line has been done _recently. 'by agricultural economists.
My former colleague, Professor Karl A. Fox, now at Ibwa State Univer6ity, has
made some statistical measuT9ments of the effects of farm price supports uilon
general economic stability.A/ Professor Dale Hathaway, of Michigaig, State
University, has recently made an important study of this subject.21 Still more
recently, Walter Wilcox has prepared a paper ona similar subject for early
publication in the Journal of Farm Economics.'

V Karl A. Fox, "Farm Price Supports and Economic Stability" in the Report,
"Increasing Understanding of Public Problems and Policies". Farm Foundation.
1955.

gi Dale E. Hathaway, ',Agriculture and the Business Cycle". Report of Hearings
before the Joint Economic Committee. Washington. Nov. 22, 1957. pp. 51-69.
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Although good york:inethis,difficultarea of research.has beentdone,
oloviously we need a great deal_ more. In, this field,we.must deal with many
interrelated equations.. This sort of thing did not make much difference to-
men'like Walras and l'areo who were. interested only in pureeconomic theory and
mathematics. lAien,we want to make statistical estimates', our job is quite
d.ifferent, believe we•still mpst use some :.sort of economic *models, but these
must be simplified. in some way to make them -at all practical from the standpoint
,of computation. We obviously cannot deal with a whole set of demand and supply
equations for each of the 170 pillion persons in the United States.

wotild like to discuss two general types of models that may be useful in
the future. The first is a set of:equations,showing-the demand and supply
relatimships within agriculture.: ,The second is the Leontief system of

, equations showing the interrelationships between agriculture and othersegments
of the economy.

Professor W, A. ci7.owty of, Michigan State University•has undertpken ,an
ambitious study of. 4.ntra-agricultural:relationships:representing the demand for
and supply Of, a number of different groups:of;farmcommodities. He proposes'
to use over 40 equationsljnvolvingestimatess:of. such thingsas-elasticities-
of- demand and supply. Assuming t4aUlr.Cromarty'can..get usable estimates of
the parameterse of hia.equations,-hp shoulcUpe-ableAo throw a,greati deal of :
light upon .the..effectsof price support,-.storage:progrEqas,:purchase .n.cLdiversion,
.and.export_prOgramsupop. the putpp.t.nd .prices of farm products and upon the
.gross,and.neti lncomesof. farmers.: His equations should also make.it. po6sible-
to.take account.9fsome_of:the indirect effects of farm programs. For example,
the:effect of corn loans upon f9ed. supplies.. and upon costs. of feed. to the
New England dairy and.pouTtry4ndus#ies.

Of_courel:Mr...CrbtOrtyls study,isnot designedYtoHproyide information
about relations between farmingand-other -inddstri6s. If his system of equations
wereenlargelt.o...cov,ert4e. entire economy, it doubtless.. woulcl...include several
hundred equations. It woulcibe..aer:41.nly a-difficult and.timeconsuiningjob
to get. any sort of, ept!imates. of: he.Hparampters.of-alLthese equations: -7 inclüd
ing such things as the el.asti.citipp..of-demand.forand supply of aWs'ortb.of
nonagricultural copimodlt4es..andIseryices, .To. get;anywhere.mith:thiscOmplex•
problem, we have to make some sort of heroic assumptions.. • - '•

• -A set ofasspmpti9ns•we4.wcrh trying-As.t.hat proposed by-ProfesgOr .
LeOntief; of .Harva.rd.:Nahp“offsky-and_Harry' Norcross::of.the Division of
Agric4tural..Economics have been..gett#ig Ttogetherthe.basic- dataneeded:tc _
construct.a Leopt1.4.inpuoutput matrix for.1955.-This matrix will classify'
all ecOnothic.actiVitiesinto•ODout 115 industry groupsiincltyling-i7cOmmcidity, ..• . ...• •• • ••

• groups within agriculture. So far, their work has:been. iimited:to-ol#aining.
the basic data'toput into such a matrix._ Until this, is finished, we will not
be able to make a detailed analysis to show, for example, what effects agricul-
tural programs might have on each industry within agriculture and outside of
agriculture.

•

S•

• • .... • ....••• • :•••• • • • •

,
• But to get some idea of the soit'Of- results we might expects I have made.

a very rough analysis, which is summarized in Table 1. For this purpose, the
1947 data were aggregated into four groups of industries 7... farming, farm •
su/Spliesi processors of farm products, and all other industries.._
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Part A of the :table shows the interindustry transactions in 1947. .Fox
example, the first row of the table shows that farmers produced 40.9 billion
dollars' worth of goods, of which 10.4 billion was sold to'ether•farmers, 0.2
billion to the Supply -industries, 18.9 billion to processing, and 0.0 to all
other, leaving 11.4 billion dollars' worth sold in unprocessed form to domestic
consumers and to exports. Similarly,' the first column shows that farmers paid
out 10.4 billion dollars to other farmers, 4.1 billion to supply industries,
4.7 billion to procesbors, 3.4 billion to all other industries, and 3.0 billion,
to labor.

. Now here is. where, the assumption comes in. 'For :the purpose of this
analysislj assume, as does Leontief,:a constant ratio between the total sales ,
of any industry and each of the inputs. More specifically, this'. analysis
assumes that 'if the total sales of farm products were increased, say 10 percent,
farmers_woUld pay out 10 percent more to other farmers, '10 percent more to-
supplyindustriesi .10 percent more to processors,- 10 .percent more to.all other
industries, and 10 percent-mpreto labor,- In a 'similar manner, this analysis
assumes that the ratios in the other columns of the table also remain...fixed.

The appropriate ratios are shown in Part B of the table. Take column 1,
for example. It shows that for every.dollar's worth of sales by farmers, 25.4
cents is paid out to other farmers, 10.0 cents to supply industries, 11.5 cents
to .processors, and 8.3 cents to all other industries. The numbers in the other
three columns can be interpreted similarly.

Those of you who know matrix algebra will Ise qble to insert the numbers
.from Part A of the table into part B and check all the ratios. In Part B of
the table XI, X2, and X4 represent the .total sales of each of the four industries,

Many economists have questioned whether the ratios in Part .B of' the table
do actually remain constant. They.point out, for example, that input—output
relations .are not likely to be linear, nor are they likely to stay constant
over any substantial period of time.. There is doubtless merit in these
criticisms. I doubt if we can assume that these ratios will stay exactly fixed
either when outputs change or over any period of time when there are substantial
changes in technology., Still, I.think there is some'ethpirical evidence that
an analysis based on the Leontief matrix is likely to give reasonably useful
approximations, at least for a few years after the input—output data were
obtained.

Part C of the table is simply the inverse of Part B. Part B shows a set
of equations which we could use to estimate final demand if the total sales
of each industry were given. Part C is the inverse, that is, it is a set of
equations which enable us to estimate total sales,of each industry if final
demands are given.

don't want to claim too much 'for. these equations. They are intended only
to illustrate the type of analysis that may become possible when we have more
complete, more accurate, and more recent data. We could use equations like
those shown in Part C to estimatewhat would haplien. tO the total sales of each
industry if, for example, the final demand for unprocessed agricultural products
were increased by any specified amount.- Actually,. this table indicates that
an increase of 110 billion dollars in the final demand for either unprocessed

s or processed farm commodities would tend to increase total sales of all
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industries t.dgethdr by-about:2.3 billion. : In other. words', -theie. would be a
"multiplier" of about 2.3 in either 'case. The effects •upon farm income,'..h:owever,
woU1.4 be -quite different. .An increase of 1.0 billion *dollars' in. the final
demand for unprocessed farm products would raise farm :1,ncothe by about. 1:4 ..
billion dollars., Jthile an increase of -T1.0'1313.11611 dollars In the 'final -demand
for processed farm products would raise•tarm income by only about 0..3 bil.l.iOn„

• I repeat that this little .analysis and the table are only intended a6
rough illustrations of some of the main relationships between agriculture and
the rest of the economy. Much more work needs to be done before these.
relationships can be worked out in greater detail, brought up to date; and made
more precise.. For.the present, would like to make three comments concerning
this sort of-analysis.

•••

1. Some - agricultural economists 7 who '-savi- the results of ..pais --ariplysis •
suggested that a:multiplier of 2;3 was rOughlY in line with the statistic that
the farmer gets about.- 40 'cents of. the constiMerts .foOd:dollar In other woi'ds,
that the farm dollar. is 'multiplied :by • about - '2.5 --by the 'time the Constimei''/6ays
her food bill. I. think this is mainly a statistical accident. Note that
.Table •I..shoWs. the .same multiplier, for 'processed' commodities as for 'unprocessed
commodities, • 'If we ..were measuring simply the-pkriimiding of ,Cossi• we '
expect'. the multiplier for -proce6sed goods to be' MuCh.larger than that for
unprocessed ' goods. The .analysis in Table 1. is different -- Lit 'attenrots.-to
measure how. .a change in final demanct-toi.- any: product 'affects 'each of 'the' four
industry groups. It includes the initial, secondary, tirtiery, etc, effects.
Our 'multiplier more nearly represents the*stin(of 'a'‘geo_metric series. - Imagine
two: induStries. • When Industry:- A gets -*an 'extra dcalar..# 'pays. out -
Industry-B; then Industry B ,pays -dollar to IndOstry-A,--.:Industry' A pays

. dollar to Industry B. • It is a well-known algebraic .act that after
an infinite:number.- of rounds of such-- payments, the initial dollar has increased
to. two dollars. This • .would-be a multiplier of 2.0.- -If the industries paid"
out .about 5T:cents of each dollar earned, the multiplier - would be 2.3. With
4 industry groups,' instead of two, ,the algebra is a .little more Complicated,'
but the principle. . is the same. • •

t.

2. These preliminary results should not be taken to indicate .that there
is anything' magicabout the multiplier for 'agriculture. All industries
cicubtless have :multipliers . The . table Indicates - that these multipliers' may be
roughly of the same magnitudes. At least this, appears to be true when we &-
lump together all industries into a few big aggregates.

3.. :'Although.we have not yet used this analysis to test the effectiveness
of agricultural programs., I think two conclusions .are rather apparent: • first,
that agricultural' programs alone will not -insure' general stability and prosper-
ity; and, second, that on the other hand, a strong agricultuial program Is: 
neededin addition to such things as monetary and fiscal measures, public
works:, social security, and other nonagricultural pograms for balanced economic
growth.

IV. Present State of the Agricultural- EConomsr
•. .

• Since last fall, _agriculture has been one of thefew-aources • of strength
in. the current recess ton.- • Priced. received', -by farmers on Atiy:15,. 1958 :were 9
percent 'above those of., a year: Net' 'realized - farm' income in the first
3 months of this year was 11 percent higher than a year ago.. -



The recent increases in prices 'of farm. commodities was mainly due to two
factors: first, the reduction in the slaughter of cattle and hogs which bas
cut back red meat supplies by about• 10 percent, and, second, the early freeze
which sharply reduced the supplies of citrus fruit and many vegetables. We
can doubtless expect some increase in supplies of most farm commodities during.
the rest of this calendar year. When this occurs, the prices of several farm
products may ease off somewhat. However, we expect netrealized farm income
this year to be considerably above last year, -Present indications suggest
an incx'eaqe Of 5 to 10 percent.

So far, :the current business,recession appears to have hadaittle effect
upon agriculture. Consumer purchases of food and farm products continue strong.
The main effect of the recession probably has been to make it more difficult
.for some farmers to find part—time industrial work. Also, in some areas the-
business • recession may have increased-the supply of. •unskilled farm labor.

• ••

2

•

••••
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Table: 1.7-Input-output 'Analysis.;

A. Original .data-,:based op.:1947

arming Supply Processing All
other

Final Total
: demand Sales

:
Farming : 10.4 • 0.2

Supply . ,. 4.1 ' 18.6
: ..,

Proc. &-dist..; : 4..7 5.5 .
All other. - 4. 3.4 ' 14.8:-.

Labor

• -
0.0' 11.4 ,40.9

. 13.3 79.1

.28.1 -74.8 137.0

46.5 •
 74:3 156.7

413.73.0 17.1'

18.9

34.4

23.9

:17.7. -

51.1

•

.31.5

B. Matrix Equation

......POONIOMMOUOMIONONVOIOOOOPOOMOIOIOnaloO101oPOOOMOOOOSMOOMPOOINOOmor 

Farming Supply Processing
OPOODONOMPolo.o.......imosmlowOsommoMOO.O. 

All
other

OlOuplIPOINMOONSIOOOmMONONOOONNOOPOOMOBINOOM110100

Farming +.745 -.003 -.138 -.000 Xi x10

Supply -.100 +.765 -.105 -.183 X2 ..... x20

Proc. & dist. -.115 -.070 +.826 7 -.179 x3 x30

All other -.083 -.187 -.129 +.703 X4 x40

xl

X3

xif

 •=0.110.1111•11111.11/10011.1.0.1MM.M...11N01.111.1.1141111.......1.11011 111.11M111111

C. Inverse-Matrix Equation

1.395 .047 .251 .076 x10

.292 1.447 .304 .454 x20

.283 .223 1.349 .401 x30

.294 .431 .358 1.626 x40INOONOmmosiMOSOMMOOONNOPOPPOOOOODOoomOtiioniono.

2.3 2.1 2.3 2.6

Raising final demand for either unprocessed or processed farm products by
1.0 billion dollars increases total sales of all goods and services by 2.3
billion. In other words, there is a "multiplier" of 2.3 in either case. But
a 1.6 billion dollar increase in final demand for unprocessed farm products
would raise farm income by 1.4 billion, while an increase of 1.0 billion dollars
in final demand for processed farm products would raise farm income by 0.3
billion.
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